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Dominic Foy, a Royal
Bournemouth Hospital medical
physicist has been appointed
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Vascular Technology.
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L–r: Sarah King, Director at View HR
welcomes Heidi Roper

BH Live has announced the
appointment of Chris Symons as
its new Chief Executive.

L–r: Maria Vaquerizo, Joel Hedges and
James Allpress

Great Oaks
Manager

Headmaster
South coast-based Hendy Group
has appointed Simon Bottomley
as its new Chief Operating Officer
in a key appointment for the
expanding automotive company.

Barnbrook Systems Ltd has
recruited James Allpress, Joel
Hedges and Maria Vaquerizo to
work on new projects and bring
fresh ideas to the manufacturing
firm.
The trio follow hot on the heels
of graduate electronic design
engineer Joe Stokes, trainee
technician Shane Hutton and
mechanical engineering masters
graduate Jack Wei.

A prestigious address for your
business without the overheads
The Governors of Leehurst Swan
are delighted to announce the
appointment of Terence Ayres as
the new Headmaster, starting in
September 2019.

Registered nurse Sara Muslin has
joined the team at Great Oaks
in Bournemouth as care home
manager.

Expanding team

Head of Residential Property
Sue Middleton of Bournemouth
solicitors Steele Raymond
welcomes Conveyancing Solicitor
Tiffany Craig to the south coast
firm.

Wilcox Young has announced the
new appointment of Independent
Financial Adviser Lidia Kowalska.
Mrs Kowalska joins from Millfield
Wealth Management, a Partner
Practice of St James’s Place.

New Commissioners
Two new commissioners have been
welcomed at the Port of Poole to
help manage the Trust Port and
oversee the 10,000 acres that make
up Europes largest natural harbour.
Martin Pate and Tom Russell will
add further diverse skills and
experience to the ports panel of
commissioners.

AQUATIC SERVICES

• Mail forwarding service
• Registered office address
service
• Email or phone-in mail check

We offer the following services

Separate home & business life

MOVING UP

L–r: Sue Middleton and Tiffany Craig

Software-Matters.co.uk is
celebrating 25 years in business
this March.
Managing Director and founder,
Philippa Turnbull, says, ‘I am
extremely lucky to do a job I love:
solving business’ problems by
developing software solutions
and to be doing it still after
25 years. Thank you to all our
customers and to all my staff over
the years.’

Commercial property consultancy
Vail Williams LLP has expanded its
Solent team with the appointment
of associate Tom Bevan.

Rent a secure mailbox for your business and enjoy the flexibility
and confidentiality you need.
• Private and confidential
• A central Bournemouth
address for your business
• 24 hour access

Business owners prioritising cost
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Group officer

Ringwood-based View HR, has
appointed Heidi Roper, a qualified
HR executive with over 20 years’
experience within personnel
and recruitment as a Senior HR
consultant.
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OFFLINE: Free Your Mind from
Smartphone and Social Media Stress
Technology is a powerful tool, but technology overload can lead
to stress, sleep disturbance and reduced concentration. OFFLINE,
a new book written by GP Dr Imran Rashid and tech expert Soren
Kenner, reveals how digital pollution occur, where to spot it and most
importantly how to fight it through science-based life-structuring
methods that helps users take charge and benefit from technology,
without the negative side effects.
The book reveals technology can lead to ‘Digital Fragmentation
Syndrome’, resulting in increased stress and reduced mental-agility and
focus, which can adversely affect our performance at work.
OFFLINE delivers a unique medical and tech perspective on the
subject, aimed at anybody who is concerned about the impact digital
pollution may have on their lives. The authors reveal the warning signs
you are becoming a ‘digital junkie’ and how to beat the potentially lifethreatening side-effects by learning healthy digital habits – as well as
exposing the ‘mind hacks’ tech companies like Facebook, Google and
Snapchat use to turn us into digital addicts.
Offline costs £12.99 and is published by Capstone.
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NEWS
+ BUSINESS NEWS

OnBuy.com becomes number one
UK marketplace and sets sights on
100 countries in the next three years
Online marketplace, OnBuy.com,
is officially the largest UK-owned
marketplace and has ambitions to
achieve £400m in annual sales by
2021, 5% of Amazon’s UK market share.
According to the latest figures by
internet analysts, Alexa and Similar
Web, OnBuy.com is number one in
UK traffic rankings for UK-owned
marketplaces, outranking competitors
Fruugo and Flubit.
Cas Paton, entrepreneur and
founder of OnBuy.com, commented,
‘OnBuy.com has become the topCas Paton
ranking UK marketplace, a huge
achievement especially when taking into consideration that in January
2018 we secured only £2.7m in funding, which is in stark comparison to
Fruugo’s $40m.
‘We are working closely with PayPal to launch in over 100 countries
in the next 12 months, which is significantly more than our American
counterpart, Amazon, who currently has 16 sites dedicated to 16
countries. Through our aggressive expansion plans we are targeting 5%
of Amazon’s market share, which equates to £400m, which will make
OnBuy.com the first UK company to achieve such expansion in this space.’

+ www.onbuy.com

sponsored by:

WPR

Wordcaster Public Relations
Business News

The Secret of Success is not to be a Secret
Tel 01202 874079 • gareth@wordcaster.net

Deane Computer
Solutions has been
awarded the prestigious status
of Gold Partner by Lenovo.

CICM British
Credit Awards

Property tax specialist saves
clients more than £170 million

Nathan Ake with Kate Shaw

KTPR celebrates number 5

The E3 Consulting team, l–r: Todd Arnison, Alun Oliver, Zoe Toseland,
Nicky Oliver, Darren Thorn and Paul Jempson. VAT consultant Sarah Kay
was not present for the picture.
A Hampshire firm of property tax specialists which this year is
celebrating its 15th anniversary has generated more than £170m of tax
savings for clients since it was founded.
Southampton-based E3 Consulting achieved this staggering amount
while advising clients on more than £1.9bn of project expenditures.
Managing Director Alun Oliver shared the figure at a celebratory
reception for clients, professional contacts, suppliers and staff in
Eastleigh’s renowned Jazz venue The Concorde Club.

DJS (UK) Ltd, based in
Bournemouth, has won at the
CICM British Credit Awards 2019,
for its call centre service as part
of PiggyBank, the UK’s fastest
growing short-term lender.
The company was commended
in the ‘Consumer Call Centre
Team of the Year’ category,
fending off competition from
Amigo Loans, also based in
Bournemouth.

Kate Shaw of KTPR in Bournemouth is marking and celebrating the
fifth anniversary of her business.
Kate enthused, ‘I’m thrilled that Nathan Ake has joined me
in marking the fifth birthday of KTPR. Nathan is of course AFC
Bournemouth’s iconic number 5 and what better person to high five
the business on this special celebration!’
Contact Kate on 07971 552224.

Reformed art forger
at Dorset art gallery
The Global Art Gallery above the Bridge House Antiques Centre at
Longham continues to unveil the works of the celebrity reformed
Art Forger... Billy (The Brush) Mumford.
Billy has been the subject of much media attention with
appearances of ‘Fake! The Great Masterpiece Challenge’ and
numerous radio and media appearances. His exploits are the subject
of an upcoming film. Billy is also planning nationwide luncheon
talks, including at The Global Art Gallery in the near future.
The Global Art Gallery is open Thursday to Sunday.

Save up to 20% off
RANTEED
A
U
G
your WINTER BILLS

GLOBAL ART GALLERY
NOW OPEN IN LONGHAM

FREE services we offer include:

MM Energy Bill Audits
MM Whole of Market Energy Prices
MM Help and Advice with Energy Efficiency
MM Energy Forecasting & Budgeting (HH Data only)

Other services include:

MM Reports for Regulatory Compliance
MM Supplier Disputes and Resolution
MM Energy Surveys via The Carbon Trust

A warm welcome is assured at the latest addition to
the art scene here in Ferndown.
Global Art Acquisitions and Investments has opened
two galleries above the Bridge House Antiques Centre
in Longham BH22 9AN.

We are a local energy consultancy in Dorset having been established for
over 15 years. We are 100% independent and impartial providing a one stop
solution for all your business energy needs.

You won’t find lots of prints in expensive frames here,
just lots of original art at realistic prices.

Are you a builder or developer looking for a simple solution for all utility
services? Let us project manage and deliver your new connections on time.

For investment, pleasure or a unique gift for a unique
friend, Global Art has something for every taste.

Give us a call on 01202 483388

Come and visit our beautiful prints and gallery.
Further information is available from
James Hartey: 07894 555107
OPEN THURSDAY TO SUNDAY 10am–4pm

rob.cullen@logiksystems.co.uk
www.logiksystems.co.uk
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TELNERGY – EMPOWERING LOCAL BUSINESSES SINCE 2002

Email: hello@telnergy.uk • Tel: 01202 483388 • www.telnergy.co.uk
telnergy • Hello House • 135 Somerford Road • Christchurch • Dorset • BH23 3PY

The Hoburne Group has
acquired a new holiday park
on the edge of Bodmin in
Cornwall. With a primary focus
on holiday home ownership,
the new development at
Hoburne St Mabyn will house
‘Hideaway’ lodges and aims to
create an idyllic lodge escape
for owners and holiday makers.
Research commissioned
by Cuckooz Nest has found
that 85% of parents believe
companies with over 250
employees should subsidise
the childcare costs they incur.
The latest figures from
the British Retail Consortium
show that shop prices have
risen at their fastest pace
in almost six years, up 0.4%
annually, compared to 0.3% in
December.
UK employees would most
like companies to have private
medical insurance (42.7%) as
part of their benefits package.
The research conducted by
TheKnowledgeAcademy.com
was titled: ‘UK employees’ most
desired workplace benefits’.
Poole has been awarded
‘Coach Friendly Statu’s for
group getaways by the
Confederation of Passenger
Transport UK.
Salisbury City Council
worked with Dorset-based
Sutcliffe Play on the new Junior
Multiplay Unit which has been
installed in Victoria Park.
Across England home
sellers are paying £3,425
on average to sell a home
according to the latest
research from home seller
empowerment platform,
OkayLah.
Age Space Dorset, the onestop online resource for anyone
seeking advice and support for
elderly parents and relatives
living in the county has
teamed up with Dorset Funeral
Directors, Grassby & Sons.

+ www.agespace.org
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Enhanced celebrates 25 years
In 1994, three ambitious young businessmen formed a computer
company by the name of Enhanced Computer Solutions. Their aim was
to offer premium, cost-effective service from an enviable portfolio of skill
and experience.
Simon White and Mark Pollock took on the roles of technical
and support manager respectively. Now, 25 years later following a
management buyout in 2007, Simon is CEO supported by Mark and
fellow directors in one of the most successful and fastest growing
technology companies in the south of England.
The company has overseen a great deal of change over this time. It
now has a turnover in excess of £5m and completed a rebranding – as
Enhanced – in 2008. Simon however, insists the fundamental aspects
and company beliefs haven’t changed.
‘Our mission and ideals are the same as they were 25 years ago, to
constantly excel in everything we do,’ he says.
Enhanced is recognised for its expertise in working with companies
who also believe that IT is at the core of their business growth. The
team make it their business to make sure the IT technology and services

their clients need integrates
effortlessly into their existing
business.
‘We continue to invest in our
products, service and people,’
says Simon. ‘As National award
winners for our customer
Simon White
service and support we are
determined to continue our promise of 25 years ago, to be exceptional
in everything we do. To achieve this we have to ensure we continue to
offer the best possible professional services from a team dedicated to its
people.’
Enhanced has ambitious plans for the next stage of its growth. The
company is investing heavily in the infrastructure division. This includes
growing its engineering, pre-sales and sales team, offering business
forums for existing and new business customers and constantly looking
to be one step ahead in the market place,a market place which is
constantly changing and offering new innovative solutions.

Marina exhibitor sales flying for the
2019 Poole Harbour Boat Show
Marina exhibitor sales for the 2019 Poole Harbour Boat Show, which
takes place from 7th–9th June, are breaking previous event records
and organisers are urging interested exhibitor companies to get in
touch in order not to miss out on being a part of the popular boat
F_CINN_1150 Netley Court Living magazine advert.qxp_Layout 1 12/09/2018show.
14:35 Page 1

F_CINN_1150 Netley Court Living magazine advert.qxp_Layout 1 12/09/2018 14:35 Page 1

+ www.pooleharbourboatshow.co.uk
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Dorset Local Enterprise
Partnership (LEP) has approved
loan funding of £250,000
towards improving a popular
tourist attraction at Kingston
Maurward College.
The College was successful
in securing one of Dorset LEP’s
Growing Places Fund loans
which will be used for the
replacement of an existing poor
quality polytunnel at its Animal
Park. The new permanent
wooden barn structure will offer
undercover play and learning
space, along with potential
catering facilities expansion.
This will allow the Animal Park
to become a more sustainable
and growth-oriented yearround venue, increasing
revenue and profile as well as
long term sustainability for a
venue close to the county town.

National brands
at Link Park

Bournemouth’s Marsham
Court Hotel now offers dogfriendly accommodation.
Research by American Express
reveals that a quarter (27%)
of UK dog owners expected
to take their dogs on holiday
during 2018, and spend
£227m on the privilege.
Grey overtook black as the
UK’s favourite new car colour
in 2018, according to the latest
figures released by the Society
of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders.

L–r: Nick Davies with Parvalux Managing Director Nick Spetch
Bournemouth commercial solicitors Steele Raymond LLP has advised
the selling shareholders of Parvalux Electric Motors Ltd on the sale of
their business to Swiss-based motor manufacturer maxon motor.
With over 70 years’ experience Parvalux has grown to be one of the
leading manufacturers of electric motors and gearboxes globally
supplying a range of businesses including healthcare, leisure, mobility
and industrial sectors.
Parvalux, which was private family owned and is part of ‘The Clark
Group’, has offices in Bournemouth and Birmingham, will join maxon
motor which has manufacturing sites in Switzerland, Germany, Hungary
and Korea as well as subsidiaries in various further countries.
The transaction was led by Partner and Company and Commercial
Solicitor Nick Davies who specialises in business mergers and
acquisitions and is noted in the 2019 Legal 500 as being ‘proactive and
commercially minded’.

Axent Embroidery joins
Poole Bay Holdings Group
Poole Bay Holdings has announced the acquisition of Axent
Embroidery Ltd, the long-established Poole-based embroidery and
print company.
Founded in 1982, Axent has grown considerably from a single
head embroidery machine, based on Poole High Street to four
multi-head embroidery machines. Over its 37 years of trading, Axent
has supplied many of Dorset’s leading organisations including
Sunseeker, AFC Bournemouth, RNLI, and Lush.

Acorn Recruitment,
which has branches
in Bournemouth and
Portsmouth, has acquired
Entire Recruitment and
will take over all its assets,
including three branches in
Sydney, Brisbane and Rock
Hampton.
Health-on-Line ended its
charitable year with a recordbreaking total of £15,000 for
Dorset Mind and Macmillan
Caring Locally.
South coast automotive
group Hendy rounded off
a successful 2018 with the
acquisition of Hampshirebased Seward Group.
Drusilla’s Inn, an
attractive pub in the Dorset
village of Horton, has been
brought to the market
through specialist business
property adviser, Christie & Co.
Hall & Woodhouse has
raised £114,287 in aid of eight
local air ambulance charities in
the past year.

LOOKING FOR MORE CLIENTS?
*Subject
*Subjecttotoavailability
availability

Call Kathryn
Kathryn today
today on
on 02380
02380 450320
450320 or
or visit
visit cinnamoncc.com
cinnamoncc.com
Call

Parvalux sells to
Swiss motor manufacturer

In 2012 DJ Property opened Link
Park, a brand new trading estate
adjacent to the Granby Industrial
Estate in Chickerell. Seven years
later, more large national brands
are due to open at Link Park
including Greggs and Starbucks
who will occupy the prominent
corner plot adjacent to the Aldi
supermarket.
This development project has
been managed by the EG Group,
the leading independent fuel
station and convenience retailer
in the UK.

LUXURY
CARE HOME

Dementia Care
Care || Residential
Residential Care
Care || Day
Day Care
Care** || Short
Short Breaks
Breaks**
Dementia

Animal park
funding

Achieve UK is a boutique agency specialising in
New Business Development for a wide range of
Consultancies, Agencies and Service Companies

Contact us now to find out more.

Call 0118 934 4119

www.achieveuk.com

If you’re looking for New Clients, let us get you in front
of your target prospects!
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I can run this better
than my Boss…
Everyone is
promoted
to their
own level of
incompetence
– some might
say.
Like school
children sitting
their SATs,
if they know
the answers,
there’s no
stress. If you’re
a natural
manager
completely on top of your brief, why would
you suffer from stress? Simplistic, I know,
because you might be the best manager in
the world but have a terrible team (how
some football managers don’t have their
heads explode or collapse in the dug outs
during tough matches shows how resilient
that breed is).
A survey has shown that 2 out of 3 workers
feel they could do a better job than their
bosses. Would firms be better run if
they were handed over to the workers
there? There are now over 300 workerowned businesses in the UK contributing
£30/40bn to the economy. Now, some
might say this is leaning towards a form
of socialism and we know what ‘workers’
collectives’ did with their five year plans
on the continent… but I don’t want to get
political!
I have written previously about business
plans that are focussed on ‘mergers and
acquisitions’ by working with your direct
competition and indeed acquiring them in
mutually beneficial mergers thus benignly
removing ‘the opposition’. Of course it
can be nastier than that as ‘restructuring’
can see not only one name above the door
disappearing but sites, factories, shops end
up being erased with subsequent job losses.
‘Survival of the fittest’, ‘only the strong
survive’ and so on… but would they have
succumbed if the managers had been at the
top of their game?
One ‘supervisor’ of 30 years’ experience
told me her national retail chain could be
fixed if the frequent new ‘MDs’ would walk
through their stores with her and listened
to her lifetime of experience on the floor.
This chain is now closing hundreds of
stores.
Me? I gave my boss £2k and kicked him
out after working six days a week for him
for six years. I still work six days a week so
maybe I did him a favour!

Nigel P. Hedges, the small voice in business
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Dorset firm triumphs in
regional small business awards

®

A firm from Bridport
was crowned as
among the ‘best in
the West’ at the FSB
‘Celebrating Small
Business Awards
2019’.
The south west
finals of the national
FSB contest took place
at Somerset County
Cricket Ground and
were designed to
find the best small
businesses from
Gloucestershire to
Cornwall. Among the L–r: Local Food Links duo Suzie King and Caroline Morgan receive their
11 prize winners was FSB award from Bill Frost of Wales and West Utilities
Bridport firm Local
what had been a ‘very challenging year’.
Food Links which won the Scale-Up Business
All of the winners will go through to the
of the Year category.
UK national FSB Celebrating Small Business
Caroline Morgan, from the school meals
Awards 2019 final in London in May.
providing company, said the firm is thrilled
to have won the competitive category after
+ www.fsbawards.co.uk

Government immigration plans will
stifle south west economy – CBI
The full impact on the south west economy
of government plans which could restrict
businesses from employing overseas workers
earning less than £30,000 has been laid bare
in new CBI analysis.

access to overseas workers after Brexit is vital
to drive growth, innovation and prosperity
in the south west. The government’s current
proposals risk causing significant harm at a
time of uncertainty for business.

Post-Brexit immigration system proposals
currently under consultation could prevent
firms employing workers on salaries of less
than £30,000 for more than a year under a
new visa system.

‘A one-year limit on workers earning less
than £30,000 would encourage firms to
hire a different person each year, needlessly
increasing costs and discouraging migrants
from integrating into communities.

However, a CBI study published recently
has outlined the severe difficulties
businesses would face if the salary threshold
recommended by the Migration Advisory
Committee is introduced:

‘Leaving the EU should be an opportunity to
develop an independent immigration policy
that works for business by being both open to
allow our economy to grow and controlled to
restore public confidence.’

 In the south west, 70% of workers earn
less than £30,000 per year and the average
wage in the region is £22,223, below the
UK average of £24,006 (median).

Deborah added, ‘The government’s own
Migration Advisory Committee has confirmed
there is little or no evidence to show
immigration has any impact on jobs or wages
for local workers.

 The manufacturing sector in the south
west – where 57% of workers earn
under £30,000 – would be particularly
impacted. For example, in food and drink
manufacturing, more than a third (34%) of
workers are EEA nationals.
Deborah Fraser, CBI South West Regional
Director, said, ‘We know that south west
businesses are creating jobs but many are
already struggling to fill vacancies and
suffering from skills shortages. Continued

‘Hospitals, housebuilders and retailers are
just a few examples of major employers
already struggling to find the people they
need at salaries well below £30,000.
‘Installing further barriers via these
proposals will make the south west poorer
and the government must use this 12-month
engagement period to listen to our businesses
and go back to the drawing board.’

Award-Winning
Business &
Tax Advisors
Get in touch with Inspire’s team today
Please call 01202 717867 or email info@inspire.uk.net
info@inspire.uk.net

www.inspire.uk.net
www.inspire.uk.net

  

FINANCE

+ FINANCE MATTERS

Small businesses call for Fair Pay, Fair Play
in fight against poor payment practices
‘Everyone deserves to be paid on time’ is the clear message small firms are sending politicians and big business to
end late payments and stop supply chain bullying.
Ahead of the Spring Statement,
FSB’s Fair Pay, Fair Play campaign
calls on government to enlist the
help of Non-Executive Directors,
strengthen payment enforcement
and adopt Project Bank Accounts
in public procurement, as three key
reforms that will help end the poor
payment crisis in the UK.
FSB research shows that the
vast majority (84%) of small firms
report being paid late, with a third
(33%) saying at least one in four
payments they’re owed arrives
later than agreed. Nine out of ten
public sector suppliers say that
they have been paid late.
FSB Development Manager for
Hampshire, Dorset and Isle of
Wight Nicola Bailey, said, ‘For far
too long some big businesses have
been allowed to get away with
poor behaviour that has seen them
use their dominant position to
bully and squeeze our small firms.

‘In last year’s Spring Statement,
the Chancellor listened to FSB
and promised to act on the late
payments crisis. As this year’s
Spring Statement approaches,
small businesses want the
Chancellor to follow up these
words with the tangible actions.
Our reforms are not the silver
bullet that will suddenly signal
the end of poor payment
practices but are certainly
important and necessary steps
towards this. I am calling on all
politicians and big businesses
to back these reforms and show
that they believe in fair pay and
fair play.’
The campaign calls on
government to:
 Assign Non-Executive
Directors responsibility to
prevent late payment: Large
businesses should be required
to assign a Non-Executive

Does your business create the
right 1st impression online?

Director responsibility for
payment practice and supplier
relationships, by chairing a
Supply Chain Committee or
include supplier relationships in
chairing the Audit Committee,
and be required to provide a
summary of their activity for
the company’s Annual Report.
 Strengthen payment
enforcement: Government
should fine companies that
fail to provide or provide
incomplete Duty to Report on
payment practices data. The
Small Business Commissioner
should have the ability to
undertake mystery shopper
style investigations into the

payment practices of large
firms including verifying duty to
report on payment practice data
and investigating supply chain
bullying. All FTSE 350 firms should
be required to be signatories of
a strengthened Prompt Payment
Code.
 Adopt Project Bank Accounts:
Project Bank Accounts should
be adopted as the truly default
choice for major procurement
projects, with proper
parliamentary oversight to ensure
accountability. For any major
construction project, a ministerial
statement should be made
to Parliament if project bank
accounts are not used.

New generation
of business advisers
The team at Saffery Champness Chartered Accountants
in Bournemouth has expanded over the last year, with
a particular recruitment focus on school leavers and
graduates.

Are you a business owner and would like to
stand out from your competitors online with
a website that you can control?
Stand out online for all the right reasons

Your content managed website
starting from

£545

Your e-commerce website
starting from

£945
lizzysdesign

Websites Logos Rebrand Signage
Banners Brochures Flyers Leaflets
Posters Van signage and more...

Call 07572 288616
mail@lizzysdesign.co.uk
or mail@lizzysdesign.co.uk
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Ellie Burrage, Conor Leveridge, Kate Brown, Chantelle Needham,
Richard Meller, Gintare Balciute and Kasia Herbert
Bournemouth Office Partner
Liz Brierley advised, ‘Our
concentration on providing
quality advice and service
continues to attract new clients.
We have tended to recruit locally
to satisfy requirements and have
been delighted that many of our
new starters have come from
local education establishments
that we have reached out to,
such as Bournemouth University,
Talbot Heath School and
Parkstone Grammar School.

‘We are proud that we are
building a new generation of
business advisers, giving our
employees outstanding internal
training and providing continual
progression opportunities for all
members of staff. At Safferys in
Bournemouth we have experienced
very significant growth over the last
five years, during which time we
have seen our fee income increase
by some 50%. This has contributed
to the continued national growth
of Saffery Champness.’

Spotting the warning signs
There have been some very high profile business
failures over the last 12 months, particularly in retail
and hospitality, and all the signs are that the number
will increase over the coming months.
Yet businesses rarely fail
overnight. In most businesses the
signs are there to be seen long
before it goes into liquidation.
It starts with underperformance,
with turnover and profits
stagnating and then declining.
That leads to cash flow difficulties,
taking longer to pay suppliers
and the quality of its service
or product starts to slide.
Management seems to be
spending more and more time
firefighting. Before long payments
start bouncing, threatening
letters, writs and summonses
start arriving, and the directors
are always struggling to find cash
– perhaps not paying themselves.
Finally, bailiffs may turn up at
the door, the bank won’t even pay
the wages, a winding-up petition
arrives and it’s time to bring down
the curtain.

But so often directors and
managers bury their heads in
the sand, hoping that ‘something
will turn up’ to solve all their
problems. If action is taken
early enough, before a difficulty
becomes a crisis, the business can
be turned around and saved.
Ask yourself some important
questions
 Do you understand the
financial side of the business?
 Is it making a profit?
 Do you know how much
revenue you need to break
even?
 Do you have enough cash
to see you through the next
three or six months, or to
survive any unexpected
setbacks?
 Are you under pressure from
your suppliers, receiving
harassing calls and letters

The tri group team Graham Down, Penny Hitch, Claire Powell, Claire
Dyer, Elaine Wilkins, Michelle Breslin and Adrian Edmonds
and having to choose which
creditors to pay and which to
leave?
 How up to date are you with
your HMRC returns, and are
there any arrears of PAYE, VAT
or corporation tax? HMRC
rarely take prisoners and
changes announced in the
Chancellor’s last budget may
well mean that they’ll be even
quicker to take action in the
future
 Is your bank overdraft
constantly up against the
limit? Used properly, an
overdraft is supposed to iron
out fluctuations in cash flow,

and so you’d expect to see the
account alternate between
being in credit and being
overdrawn.
Graham Down, the Managing
Director, of tri group, who
specialise in helping financially
distressed businesses, said,
‘Financial difficulties can creep
up on the unaware, and the
problems can escalate rapidly
if they’re not addressed. The
earlier that the problems are
identified, the more options that
are available and greater the
prospects of securing the future
of the business.’

UK staring danger in the face on trade deals – CBI President
As an accidental ‘no deal’ cliff-edge on 29th March becomes more likely, the CBI has sounded the alarm on an
‘overlooked’ aspect of Brexit – the hugely damaging implications for the UK of crashing out of trade deals it
belongs to through membership of the EU.
The UK currently benefits from
40 trade agreements spanning
five continents, as a member of
the EU. The CBI estimates the total
amount of global GDP covered
by the EU and the countries
it has trade agreements and
partnerships with to be 37%.
John Allan CBE, CBI President,
said:
‘If the UK leaves the EU without
a deal, we could cease overnight
to enjoy the benefits of tarifffree trade with, and preferential
access to, markets of fundamental
importance for British products
and services, from Japan to
Turkey.
‘Many British firms are unaware
that it’s not just their relationships
with EU customers at risk from a
no deal Brexit, but relationships
across the globe. From rapidly
growing creative firms trading
with South Korea to specialist
machinery firms trading with
Mexico, these EU Free Trade

Agreements have supported firms
of all sizes to grow and could be
lost overnight.
‘Despite the hard work
of ministers and officials to
ensure this does not happen,
the consequences are serious.
Individual businesses in every
corner of the UK that trade with
markets outside Europe would
have tariffs worth hundreds
of millions of pounds slapped
on them instantaneously. Car
companies risk being dropped
from complex global supply
chains that support these deals,
and services firms risk losing vital
protections that allow them to
operate abroad.
‘And by no longer being part
of the EU’s trade deals, the UK
will miss out on golden trade
opportunities that have been
years in the making. Indeed,
these trade deals – spanning five
continents – form the bedrock of
our exports.

‘This looming danger has been
widely overlooked and is yet
another reason to add to the
lengthy list of why no deal is not
an option for the UK economy,
and is a great risk for jobs in local
communities. It is critical that
compromise on both sides of
the Channel is shown and that

politicians work together quickly
to come to a deal. With the UK
remaining a member of these
deals throughout the transition
period, we will then have the
necessary time to focus on
getting the trade deals that will
lie at the heart of the UK’s future
prosperity right.’

Salisbury City Council awards
four grants as part of the
City Grants Fund Scheme
Salisbury City Council is delighted to announce that grants have
been awarded to Wiltshire Creative, The Salisbury Museum, Wessex
Community Action and South Wilts Grammar School as part of the
City Grants Fund Scheme.
The Salisbury City Grants Fund is aimed at supporting community
led events, purchases and projects that improve the quality of life
and wellbeing of the residents in the City of Salisbury.
To apply or find out more about the City Grant Fund please contact
Salisbury City Council on 01722 417100.
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+ SPECIAL FEATURE:

Business abroad
UK businesses and their employees spend
billions of pounds annually on foreign business trips
UK businesses waste billions of
pounds in additional foreign
exchange fees on non-Sterling
transactions when on business
trips abroad each year, according
to research from treasury and
international payments specialist
Centtrip. In addition, their
employees could also be losing
out on as much as £51m annually
by not including the currency
conversion costs incurred when
submitting their expenses.
Centtrip’s research found that
almost half (47%) of businesses
with employees travelling abroad
ask workers to pick up the cost
and claim the money back –
with £1.7bn spent overseas by
employees each year. Whether it
is a corporate or personal credit
card, using it abroad comes with
a host of fees, such as charges
on non-Sterling transactions of
up to 3%, cash withdrawal fees
and interest costs. This exposes
companies to often unnecessary
and avoidable fees.
The survey revealed that
on average firms spend

approximately £106,000 on staff
expenses in multiple currencies
every year, which collectively
could cost UK businesses nearly
£3.7bn each year*. Of those
businesses interviewed, only one
in six (16%) had ever used prepaid
cards – which eliminate ad hoc
conversions as they already
hold the required currency at
the time of payment, presenting
substantial savings to companies
of all sizes.
Centtrip’s research also found
that more than half (53%)
of businesses are wasting
substantial sums of money when
using banks to make international
payments, potentially costing
them nearly £430m a year. With
the survey pool representing just
0.7% of the UK’s businesses, these
figures are likely to be just the tip
of the iceberg.
Brian Jamieson, co-founder and
CEO of Centtrip, said, ‘Companies
and their employees sometimes
may not realise how much
money they may be wasting in
unnecessary foreign exchange

Overseas property investment

Wayne Walker Property Consultants
(WWPC.co) is an established UK
and international estate agent.
Founded to help overseas
investors maximise their returns
and gain a foothold in the UK
property market, it has since
grown to offer national and global
coverage. Over time, WWPC.co has
adapted to the needs of investors
within the industry, to offer a
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transparent, honest, reliable
service.
Wayne Walker, Director says, ‘
To this day this is how we chose
to operate, and believe it is core
to our business.’
WWPC.co works with many
clients, regardless of the size,
location or the nature of the
investment. This includes
residential, commercial, UK and
overseas. With more than 15,000
properties in over 35 different
countries, WWPC has something
to offer any client. From luxury
villas located on the Golden
Mile in Marbella to investment
opportunities located in the
beautiful island collective of
Vanuatu and much more call
01202 465688.

+ www.wwpc.co
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costs while on business abroad.
These sums are too big to ignore.
‘From expecting employees
to pay from their own pocket to
defaulting to using traditional
ways of making payments
and exchanging currencies,
businesses and their employees
foot substantial credit card bills
each year. But they can easily

avoid these by shopping around
for better, smarter and more costefficient options.’
* There are 41,140 medium-size and
large businesses in the UK with 50–250
employees:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.
uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/663235/
bpe_2017_statistical_release.pdf

Promoting exports
BOFA International’s export focused sales
team is being strengthened with the
appointment of fume and dust extraction
technical expert Tom Bullock.
Tom moves to his new role in
international sales having worked for
BOFA for over five years in a variety of
technical roles relating to manufacturing,
product development, examination and
testing of all types of extraction systems.

Saffery Champness
supporting international growth

Do you feel like businesses
are taking full advantage of
international growth?
The UK has quite a mature and established
market in a lot of sectors. Historically, local
businesses and the UK generally have not
automatically looked at international markets
and it has not been seen as a natural route
for accelerated expansion. As advisers, we are
working with many clients to raise awareness
of the risks and rewards of international
expansion.

Tom Bullock

.CO
UK and International Properties

COMPETITIVELY LOW FEES FOR
LANDLORDS AND VENDORS
DON’T PAY UP FRONT!
YOU ONLY PAY WHEN WE LET OR SELL YOUR PROPERTY
WE DON’T TIE YOU INTO A CONTRACT!
FEE FREE ADVICE ON THE RIGHT MORTGAGE FOR YOU
OVER 15,000 PROPERTIES FOR SALE

01202 914 567

www.wwpc.co | enquiries@wwpc.co

What our clients say:

Roger Wareham, a Partner at Saffery
Champness Chartered Accountants
based in Bournemouth, specialises in
supporting entrepreneurial businesses
to expand internationally and enter
new markets. He discusses the
challenges and opportunities currently
facing local businesses.

There are a lot of tried and tested routes to
enter international markets. Many of the
perceived barriers and issues, with the right
support, either do not exist or can actually
be efficiently navigated. International
expansion should form an earlier part of an
entrepreneur’s business planning process
in order for them to be fully prepared at the
right time. There are massive opportunities
for UK businesses if they do so.

Are there common areas that
businesses looking to grow
internationally often need
support with?
The first hurdle is often the introduction to
contacts in the target country who have
the necessary local knowledge. Access to
the correct working capital finance facilities
and insurance support is also crucial, as is
reviewing the most efficient supply chain,
especially in terms of shipping logistics and
import documentation procedures. Of course,
there are numerous taxation considerations,
depending on the final structure operated. At
Safferys, we support our clients by providing
access to over 115 countries around the
globe through our membership of the Nexia
International network.

Gozney Group

Roger Wareham

What do your clients see as
the biggest challenge currently
facing them?
Brexit means that businesses trading
internationally must be ready to react quickly
to changes and it’s key for businesses looking
to trade internationally to understand their
supply chain in detail. This is in order that
any disruption to the logistical flow of goods
and materials, changes to duty, tariff and VAT
rates can be efficiently managed. A business
needs to be able to identify and implement
alternative solutions quickly.

What are your tips for businesses
looking to enter new international
markets?
It’s the good old adage of ‘failing to prepare is
preparing to fail’. Take the right advice at the
start of your preparation, even if it comes at an
initial cost. I am currently working with several
clients to prepare them for international
expansion: identifying all available support,
which might include government bodies such
as the DCCI, professional advisers and even
other business owners; researching individual
markets; identifying the most efficient order
of ‘attack’, in terms of maximising return for
the least amount of investment; carefully
considering the initial business structure
used and the taxation considerations. My
recommendation is always to keep it simple
in the beginning and evolve the business
structure as operations overseas grow. It’s
useful, if the opportunity arises, to visit a trade
show in the target country as this can provide
invaluable insight as to how the local market
operates.

Roger can be contacted on:
Telephone: 01202 204744
Email: roger.wareham@saffery.com

Tom Gozney, CEO of Gozney
Group Ltd, explained: ‘With
such an unprecedented
international success with
the portable Roccbox oven,
the business has had to
learn quickly to service these
jurisdictions in a high quality manner, but also how to
work most efficiently for Gozney as a business.
‘It is extremely important for us to understand our
international supply chain, in terms of both the work
flow for import/export taxation and logistically. With
uncertainty as to how these might be affected in the
short-term, having experienced advisers and logistics
agents with international expertise is a must.’

Outpost VFX
Duncan McWilliam, founder
and CEO of Outpost VFX Ltd,
explained: ‘A large amount
of the visual effects that we
create are for international
blockbuster films. Utilising
the beneficial Film Tax Credit
regimes in different countries
is an essential part. This provides a significant
opportunity for growth.
‘Outpost is currently setting up a new office in
Montreal to expand its resources and operational
jurisdictions. Support in understanding the local
reporting regime and gaining introductions to
local government representatives was extremely
important in us establishing our services correctly.
Our advisers have been a key resource in sharing their
local network of contacts on the ground in Montreal,
minimising the input required from us.’

Venator Recruitment
Alex Bonnet, founder of
Venator Recruitment Ltd,
explained that for his specialist
International Broadcast
Technology Division, which
works within all stages of
the broadcast industry, from
production to distribution,
opening a local office in LA was key to achieving his
business plan growth.
Alex told us: ‘It was important for me to understand
the types of corporate vehicles available and, in
particular, the employment laws around engaging
local staff, but also for members of my UK senior team
travelling overseas to help set the office up. Planning
and access to this information through my advisers
was invaluable.’
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+ BUSINESS ABROAD

Is travelling with work set
to sabotage ‘new year,
healthy you’ resolutions?

New Year’s resolutions are
easy to make but even
easier to break.
It was reported last
year that 54% of business
travellers are less likely to
exercise on a work trip, and
to make matters worse,
are also more likely to eat
unhealthily on such trips!
It doesn’t have to be this
way. Good intention, willpower and following the
below advice, are a recipe for success and will help you to stick to your
‘new year, healthy you’ resolution, even when travelling with work:

 Avoid flights early in the morning or late at night – This
will eliminate fast food dashes, as healthy dining destinations are
more likely to be open during the day.

 Look for a hotel equipped with a gym – Many hotels, such
as The Grand Hotel offer gym facilities, making it harder to come up
with an excuse for not sticking to your plan!

 Pack healthy snacks – It can be just as unhealthy to eat nothing
as it is to eat junk. If you find yourself on the road for a long period
of time, or in back-to-back meetings, pack healthy snacks to tide you
over until your next meal time.

 Have a sneak peak at the menu – If you’re wining and dining
clients, or sitting down for a meal for one, look at the menu before
making a reservation to ensure there are suitable choices.

 Limit alcohol – Switch off auto-pilot and think whether you really
want that pre-dinner drink. Although it can be hard breaking the
norm, actively reminding yourself of your goals can be a great way to
engage your will-power and will help you to politely decline.

 De-stress – Business travel can be stressful, especially if
compounded with minimal sleep. Take the time to look after
yourself; stress management and mindfulness applications are a
great way to look after your mental wellbeing and help dial back the
stress after a long, hard days’ work.

Europe’s best countries
for a work life balance
The results of a study from TotallyMoney show that Denmark and
Sweden are the top countries for getting a good work/life balance –
with comparatively few hours of work each week, a good number of
bank holidays and holiday allowance, and plenty of time dedicated to
leisure each day.
It looks like it’s working, too – both countries are at the top end of the
scale for happiness, with Denmark proving that a good balance is key to
being satisfied with life as the top scorer in the research.
While far from the lowest scoring on the research (a position which
went to Turkey), the UK could have fared better. Holding the position of
13th of 24, there was a comparatively low number of bank holidays –
indeed, the lowest in the research.
Conversely, however, the UK holiday allowance of 28 days was the
second highest in the research, falling behind only Spain, which had 30.
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Award winning
business relocates
Award winning business, Bostico
International Ltd, is on the move.
Over the last couple of years
Bostico International Ltd has added
substantially to its business offering,
as well as having been voted ‘Small
business of the year’ at the Dorset
Ethnic Minority Awards (DEMA) in 2018.
As a consequence, its current premises
have been outgrown.
The most significant increase in
business for the company, which offers
translation and interpreting services,
has occurred since Andreea Bostan,
owner of Bostico International Ltd,
qualified as a Notary Public in 2016
Andreea Bostan
making her the only Notary in Dorset
who can issue notarial documents in Italian, Spanish, French and
Romanian. These factors, in combination with an increase in orders,
have led to the planned move in May to larger and more central
premises, previously occupied by the Co-op Bank in Old Christchurch
Road, in Bournemouth town centre.
Andreea commented, ‘This move is significant as we anticipate further
growth and to this end we are currently interviewing for extra staff.
An additional benefit of the move is that we will be sharing premises
with our sister company Dark Nebulae Ltd which is a privately owned
fully managed server hosting facility that will be using the additional
physical security of the large bank vault in the basement to offer their
usual online solutions and services but with maximum data security.’
Dark Nebulae offers fully managed
dedicated servers supporting a
wide variety of hosting platforms
including Windows, Linux and Apple
Mac. Daniel Kietzmann proprietor
stated, ‘Our flagship services are
all fully managed and custom
tailored in every way, from server
hardware design to unlimited
technical support. As a privately
owned data centre we’re also able
to offer completely free trials so
customers can experience the
services first hand. We’re currently
converting the old bank vault into a
Andreea Bostan and
new secure server room which will
Daniel Kietzmann
give a new meaning to the phrase
‘secure hosting’ and I’m sure this will be seen as an extra benefit by both
existing and future clients. When the new facility is officially open it will
focus on hosting for local businesses with the added appeal of knowing
exactly where their servers and services are located.’
Bostico International Ltd will be moving from its current premises in
Holdenhurst Road during May 2019.

You can contact Bostico International on: 01202 375 960 or email:
info@bostico.uk or you can find out more about Bostico International
by visiting: www.bostico.uk
Dark Nebulae Ltd can be contacted via their website:
www.darknebulae.net

Don’t be one of the significant number of firms
unprepared for Making Tax Digital for VAT.
Research from the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW)
has revealed that over 40% of UK businesses are ‘not yet aware’ of Making Tax Digital
for VAT (MTD for VAT). Even if you are, here’s a start to getting your business ready.
With MTD for VAT set to come into effect from 1 April 2019 for
businesses with a taxable turnover above the VAT registration
threshold (currently £85,000), a lot of businesses could be headed
for trouble. “Tip of the iceberg” thinking would suggest that this
indicates an even larger number of business that, while aware, have
probably not done much to prepare for HMRC’s MTD rollout.
If you fall into that camp, don’t panic! Here’s four steps you can take
right now to get yourself in a better position.
1. Register for an online Government Gateway account
The Government Gateway lets you use many national and local
online government services safely and securely. Once it’s set up you
can use it to pay taxes, check your tax account status and receive
updates and alerts from HMRC. But make sure you don’t leave this
to the last minute. HMRC will send you an activation code in the
post which you will need before you can complete registration.
2. Find out when you’ll need to make your first MTD submission
If your taxable turnover is above £85,000 (the VAT registration
threshold) then MTD applies from your first VAT period starting on

or after 1 April 2019. There are some exceptions, but they are quite
limited and very specific.
3. Appoint a good accountant
Experienced tax professionals can provide the guidance, insight
and expertise that can make the difference between preparing for
MTD for VAT (and MTD in general) being a nightmare or a smoothly
managed process.
4. Decide how you’ll digitally record transactions
From April 2019 all VAT registered businesses must “keep and
preserve” their income and outgoings within “functional compatible
software”. So you’ll need to start recording and storing your financial
records using HMRC appropriate software or apps.
Following that, spend some time familiarising yourself with your
new setup. Again, an accountant worth their salt should be very
willing to help you get things sorted.
If you’re a startup or growing SME and would like further advice
on the best way forward with MTD, call Acconomy on 01202
678993, or email Nigel Simmons - nigel@acconomy.co.uk

MakingTax Digital
Ready or not.
What you need to know to prepare if you’re not,
and how to stay on top of it if you are.

A series of presentations designed especially for startups and SMEs.
Coming this March to an Arena Business Centre near you.
Visit acconomy.co.uk now to ﬁnd out more and register.

www.acconomy.co.uk
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+ ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Consumers ‘grossly overpaying’
for electricity
Damning report says we could have had the same CO2 emissions
reductions for a fraction of the price
A new report from the Global Warming Policy Foundation finds that
UK consumers are paying far too much for the emissions reductions
delivered by renewable energy.
The report, by Dr Capell Aris, is the result of extensive energy system
modelling, and reports the costs, greenhouse gas emissions and grid
security delivered by the current grid and by a series of counterfactual
energy systems. As Dr Aris explains, ‘The dash for gas of the 1990s
delivered lower carbon dioxide emissions and lower costs. If we had
simply continued, we could now be enjoying electricity prices 30-40%
lower than today, with similar carbon dioxide emissions, and vastly
better grid security. Consumers are grossly overpaying for a very
unreliable system.’
This counterintuitive result arises because of the effect of intermittent
renewables on the grid. Renewables have forced gas-fired power
stations to ramp their output up and down in order to balance the grid
and prevent blackouts. In addition, nobody is investing in the most
efficient modern gas-fired plant while renewables are subsidised. The
result is that the gas-fired fleet is much less efficient than it should be.
And the situation is going to get worse. Dr Aris has examined National
Grid’s plans for the future generation mix and says we should expect
steep price rises to continue every year for the foreseeable future.
However, he also finds that with a system based on gas and nuclear
power, emissions reductions could continue out to 2030 while
maintaining consumer power prices at their current level. This result
holds even if the very high prices of the planned Hinkley C power
station apply in practice.
As Dr Aris puts it, ‘The systems National Grid are looking at putting
in place will deliver significant carbon emissions cuts but will double
electricity prices. A system based on gas and nuclear would deliver
similar emissions cuts at around half the price. This shouldn’t, therefore,
be a difficult decision.

+ www.thegwpf.org/content/uploads/2019/01/Capell-Aris-UK-ElectricitySystem.pdf

Sustainable business conference

Dorset businesses are invited to join the fourth annual Sustainable
Business Conference to be held at the Ageas Bowl (Southampton).
The event once again forms a platform for a highly educational focus
on the benefits of operating a more sustainable and socially aware
organisation.
The conference takes place on 12th April in the Hampshire Suite,
Ageas Bowl, Southampton.

+ https://bit.ly/2C6maK5

Brits plan green shake-up in 2019
More than 15 million Brits* are planning to take measures to be more
environmentally conscious in the year ahead with a shift in driving
habits expected as the most popular move, according to an analysis by
AA Cars, the AA’s used car website.
James Fairclough, CEO of AA Cars comments, ‘More and more drivers
are planning on making the switch to an electric or hybrid vehicle, and
while environmental concerns undoubtedly play a part in this decision,
there are other factors behind this sea change.
‘The appetite for low-emission vehicles is such that the government
thinks it is time to withdraw grants for plug-in hybrids and reducing
existing grants for pure electric vehicles. While this is a good indication
that take-up of more environmentally friendly cars is either in line with
or exceeding expectations, it’s important that the removal of these
grants doesn’t impact these improving sales figures.’
* There are 30,900,000 drivers on the road and 50% of 30,900,000 is 15,450,000:
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/608374/
vehicle-licensing-statistics-2016.pdf

Marine consultancy appointed by Ocean Saviour
Full-service marketing and PR agency, The Marine Social Responsibility
Consultancy, has been appointed by Ocean Saviour to handle its global
marketing and PR. Ocean Saviour is a world-first, self-powering clean-up
vessel concept, purposefully engineered to locate, retrieve and recycle
plastic from the ocean.
The agency, which officially launched at the beginning of February,
aims to connect businesses and brands to a much greater level with the
issue of the planet’s marine health by consulting and then developing
bespoke, intelligently-crafted marine social responsibility marketing
communications programmes.
Agency co-founder, Matthew McKenna added, ‘Our oceans cover
70% of the world’s surface, generate over 50% of the world’s oxygen,

absorb half the carbon produced and account for 80% of the planet’s
biodiversity. We launched the agency with the specific aim of helping
brands, companies and organisations to better connect with the issue
of the world’s marine health – leveraging the success and reach of
businesses to positively influence change. By working closely with
Ocean Saviour – we are going to do just this. We will be actively looking
for companies, brands and people to partner and invest in this critically
important project to help rid the oceans and seas of plastic.’

+ www.marinesocialresponsibility.com

Business owners prioritising cost of goods over
their environmental impact
Despite nearly eight out of
10 of the UK’s SMEs actively
encouraging their employees
to be more environmentally
responsible, the cost of goods
is still more important than
their environmental impact
when it comes to procuring
products for 76% of business
owners. The findings are
based on Close Brothers Asset
Finance’s quarterly survey of
900 businesses in the UK and
Ireland.
‘These results clearly
demonstrate the decisions
business owners are faced
with every day,’ said Neil
Davies, CEO, Close Brothers
Asset Finance. ‘On the one
hand they really want to be ethical in the purchasing choices they make,
but on the other they need to protect their profits.
‘What is encouraging is that the will is obviously there; as less
environmentally damaging products become available and,
importantly, affordable, they will be considered by those making the
purchasing decisions.’

Recycling rates
Recycling is a priority for 81% of firms, most notably in the engineering
sector, where recycling rates rise to 92%.
‘There are well-known issues with recycling in the UK, including
China’s decision to ban foreign waste imports from the start of this

With the news that Corallian Energy will be drilling for oil between
two of Britain’s most famous coastal landmarks, Old Harry Rocks
and The Isle of Wight, key business owners and members of the
Bournemouth community have expressed their concern.
The campaign group Save Our Shores Bournemouth announced
that 6,700 tonnes of chemicals will be discharged into the sea during
the government-approved project which not only poses a threat
to both the coast and marine life but also presents an eyesore for
Britain’s best beach.
In 2015, conservative MPs rejected the proposed plans for an
offshore wind farm, Navitus Bay, located 10KM south of Dorset over
concerns about the project’s visual impact.
Here, Bournemouth business owners and members of the
community share their views:

‘I am incredulous that this is being allowed when the Navitus bay
wind farm was refused in 2015. The oil rig is more of an eyesore
and will have such a terrible impact on the environment. Nearly
7,000 tons of chemicals will be released when the sea bed is drilled.
Our UNESCO heritage site will certainly be challenged. It’s time to
stand against this as a community for the sake of our economy,
environment and our children. Oil rigs and seaside holiday resorts do
not go hand in hand.’
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Environmental
volunteering
Close to two thirds (64%) of
firms would consider offering
employees one day off a year
to volunteer for environmental
causes. In London, the figure
rises to 79%.
‘Perhaps unsurprisingly,
the smaller the firm the more
reluctant they are to give people time off for voluntary work,’ said Neil.
‘Only 52% of businesses with less than 10 employees would allow their
people time out of the office; this figure rises exponentially the more
people they employ and the turnover increases.’

Working from home
Business owners are far cooler about home working than volunteering,
with only 45% of those polled encouraging working from home as a
way to reduce their organisation’s carbon footprint and environmental
impact; 48% rejected the notion outright with 7% ‘unsure’.
Greater London is the most open to homeworking, with 73%
encouraging the practice.

Locals express concerns over Corallian Energy Oil Rig

Olivia O’Sullivan – General Manager at The Green House
Hotel, Bournemouth
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year,’ said Neil. ‘But that,
along with the public’s
increased awareness of the
impact of plastic, appears
to be accelerating positive
changes to the UK’s recycling
system, which will make the
efforts businesses are making
worthwhile.’

Cheryl Hadland – Managing Director at Tops Days Nursery, UK
‘Since the oil rig arrived, we know of dead dog fish arriving on the shore,
two the first day, five the second, which is something we never normally
see. I hate to think what all those chemicals are doing to our fish life,
shell fish, and underwater environment, not forgetting that fish and
shellfish are part of the human food chain for many, so locals are going
to be eating those chemicals if any of the fish in the area survive. And
spare a thought for my local scuba diving friends and tourists who have
been visiting the area to admire the marine life and underwater wrecks
– but now they won’t be if the rig chemicals are killing the fish off,
which will impact the tourist industry! I would like to see what evidence
has been presented whereby all those tonnes of chemicals have been
declared safe, as it clearly isn’t.’

Chris Rigby – Prospective Parliamentary Candidate (PPC) for
Christchurch Green Party
‘The drilling for oil by Corallian puts our entire coast at risk, besides the
potential for a spill, which would be an environmental disaster. There
is the known impact on local marine populations from disturbance
to the seabed and discharge of chemicals including biocides. In 2019
we should be making positive steps to move away from carbon-based
energy supplies and moving towards renewable energy generation, not
continuing our reliance on fossil fuels which are accelerating us towards
climate catastrophe.’
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Commercial disputes
cost small businesses
billions per year

Commercial disputes are reportedly costing small
businesses up to £11.6bn a year in litigation fees, The
Federation of Small Businesses has reported. These
hefty costs are said to have affected 70% of SME’s
between 2010 and 2015. With 5.7 million small to
medium enterprises (or SMEs) operating in the UK
in 2018, that equates to a potential of 3.9 million
businesses facing some kind of dispute last year.
A brand-new study asked SME
owners about their experiences
with legal action, in which two
in five (40%) respondents said
they have had to escalate issues
to take legal action against
other parties. Just under a third
(29%) said that other parties
have taken legal action against
them. Most commonly escalated
are late-payment disputes, in
which court is assumed to be the
only means of resolving these
issues. The Business Arbitration
Scheme by the Chartered
Institute of Arbitrators (CIArb)
offers an alternative to these
costly, and often unnecessary
legal proceedings. The scheme’s
rules ensure that the fixed price
of £1,250 (plus VAT) includes the
appointment and proceedings of
the arbitrator, as well as promising
a legally binding award within
three months.
This new study has also found
that between the hefty price
tag, and the high likelihood of
litigation, disputes are of serious
concern to SMEs. When asked
‘What issues do you face at work
or personally?’ One in five (20%)
SME owners and MD’s admitted
that they worry about facing legal
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action and view it as a serious
issue for their company. While
one in five (20%) specified that
legal action was a concern, two
thirds (66%) of respondents said
that they are generally worried
about the increasing cost of
doing business, which often
involves negotiating and resolving
disputes. It is no surprise that
these issues are worrying business
owners, especially given that
statistics show that eight in ten
(80%) companies will fail during
their first year, as is indicated
by data taken from Company
House. Many of these businesses
are unaware of how much they
could save by using the Dispute
Appointment Service offered by
the CIArb at www.ciarb.org/das/.
The service includes light touch
administration and support, as
well as advice from the huge pool
of CIArb members to achieve
resolution within 90 days for
£1,250 (plus VAT).
As well as looking into the issues
of concern to SMEs, the study also
probed business owners on their
attitudes towards disputes and
legal action. Unsurprisingly, the
majority of respondents said they
are keen to avoid legal action,
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Humphries Kirk expands
www.ellisjones.co.uk

with more than four out of five
(86%) saying that they actively
seek to resolve disputes before
they reach the litigation stages.
Despite this view of dispute
avoidance and early resolution as
desirable, the level of knowledge
surrounding how to negotiate
disputes without litigation is
shockingly limited. When asked
about how they would choose
to deal with disputes, half (50%)
of respondents admitted to
not knowing about alternative
dispute resolution, or the
practices it refers to.
The lack of knowledge
surrounding dispute avoidance
and resolution does not just
extend to the ability of small
businesses to negotiate for
themselves. There is also a
distinct lack of awareness of the
representation that is available,
even in non-legal disputes. The

CIArb is a worldwide recognised
dispute resolution service that
offers a complete range of
alternative dispute resolution
methods to resolve disputes,
with 16,000 members who
form a wide range of qualified
and experienced professionals.
Ensuring that the following
wording is included into the
contract will allow the CIArb
to help the CMEs with putting
appropriate arrangements in
place: Any dispute, controversy,
or claim arising out of or in
connection with this contract, or
the breach, termination or validity
thereof, shall be submitted to the
CIArb and settled by final and
binding arbitration in accordance
with the Rules of The Business
Arbitration Scheme. Judgment
on any award issued under this
provision may be entered by any
court of competent jurisdiction.

Humphries Kirk has expanded the Private Client team at
its Bournemouth office for 2019.

Liabilities have largely been overlooked and are not
covered by most existing insurance policies.

L–r: Humphries Kirk’s Adam Scott, Partner and Joint Head of Private
Client, Richard Brixey, Solicitor, and Kay Levene, Partner
Richard Brixey, who joined Humphries Kirk in 2016 as a paralegal,
has now qualified as a solicitor after undertaking his formal training at
the firm. Richard specialises in Wills, Lasting Powers of Attorney, Court
of Protection applications, administration of estates and probate, and
management of financial affairs, as well as Business Lasting Powers of
Attorney.

Mock employment tribunal
launches new Poole HR Forum
Courtroom drama came to Dorset when a mock
employment tribunal was staged at Bournemouth &
Poole College.

L–r: Kate Brooks, Ellis Jones; Sam Marshall and Joanna Wharton,
Rubicon Recruitment Group; Craig Ludlow, 3PB; Amy Edwards, Ellis
Jones; and Marion Atherton, Bournemouth & Poole College

www.hklaw.eu

Vast majority of UK
company directors are
legally exposed for failure
to prepare for Brexit

Ellis Jones Solicitors organised the ‘trial’ as part of a new Poole
Human Resources (HR) Forum with Rubicon Recruitment Group. The
mock tribunal centred on an imaginary case and featured specialist
barristers from 3PB, one of the UK’s oldest and fourth largest chambers.
It aimed to give a practical insight into the tribunal process and the law
surrounding unfair dismissal.
The audience included several HR management students from the
college as well as HR professionals and also representatives from Ellis
Jones and Rubicon.
The new Poole HR Forum will meet every quarter and allow HR
professionals to explore and discuss topics of interest.
For more information or details of future events call 01202 680311.

+ www.ellisjones.co.uk

The directors of virtually
every listed UK company face
major liability risks for failing
to prepare adequately for
Brexit, especially if there is a ‘No
Deal’ outcome, according to
Mactavish, the leading expert
on commercial insurance
governance and disputes.
Mactavish believes UK
directors have massively
overlooked these new liabilities,
which could leave them
personally exposed to legal
actions because of traditional
limitations applied to ‘Directors
and Officers’ (D&O) insurance
cover.
Even within the insurance
sector, the Brexit focus has
been diverted towards
European passporting rights
and the operational challenges
facing insurers and brokers,
Mactavish says.
Critical new insurance risks
highlighted by Mactavish as
being created by Brexit include:
 Any company suffering
a performance dip or
interruption following Brexit
– which will be virtually
every company under ‘No
Deal’ – will be liable to major
scrutiny of whether their
preparations were adequate
 If their preparations compare
badly with those of peers,
this will give rise to a glut
of new D&O actions against
board members
 Longer term, the regulatory
disruption caused by Brexit
will leave large swathes
of uncertainty for many
years as to the details of
new regimes applying on a
sector by sector basis. This
will exponentially increase
the risk of unanticipated
regulatory action or
censure – a key area of D&O

insurance cover
Bruce Hepburn, CEO,
Mactavish said, ‘There are
many stories speculating
about impending Brexit doom
yet a key insurance challenge
affecting almost every UK
business has stayed under the
radar.
‘D&O insurance policies are
extremely complicated and
cover is bound up in a labyrinth
of inter-connected policy
definitions, policy triggers and
cost categories, so that most
company directors are far from
clear on what they are actually
covered for.
‘This situation is becoming
even harder for insurance
buyers to manage in recent
months because corporate
D&O is one of the first areas of
the insurance market to show
signs of higher premiums and
less flexible terms. What this
means in practice is that once
claims come in, it is usually too
late to make any changes to
policies and directors may not
be covered.’
Mactavish points out that
unless a company’s D&O policy
has been specifically reviewed
and negotiated, it is unlikely
to be reliable because there
will likely be far too many
exclusions to cover and ‘outs’ for
insurers. Policyholders should
expect claims to be scrutinised
carefully and negotiated
aggressively if they spike.
Recent Mactavish research
has suggested that as much
as 45% of all large/complex
insurance claims are disputed.
Mactavish is the UK’s
leading expert on insurance
governance. It has been
operating in the commercial
insurance sector for over
15 years.
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+ EVENT PLANNING

Evolve launch to feature
one of Britain’s headlining
entrepreneurs
To celebrate the launch of Evolve
– the exclusive membership
community for entrepreneurs and
business leaders – over 100 of
the south coast’s most successful
individuals will be brought
together for the much-anticipated
Entrepreneur Lunch, taking
place at the Chewton Glen Hotel,
Hampshire, on 22nd March 2019.
This exclusive lunch is the first
in Evolve’s calendar of nationwide
events, and to celebrate Evolve has
invited British entrepreneur and
innovator, Nick English, to tell his
unique story of how he created the
world-class luxury watch brand,
Nick English
Bremont.
Founded in 2002, Bremont has brought the country back to its watch
making heritage, and Nick is determined that the brand plays a pivotal
role in the reinvigoration of this very British industry. His enthusiasm for
innovation is matched only by his incredible story, which tells of true
determination, craftsmanship and patriotism.
As one of Evolve’s extraordinary keynote speakers, this is a fantastic
opportunity for guests to hear Nick’s unique success story firsthand,
whilst also learning more about Evolve and what it offers the
entrepreneur.
Guests will enjoy a beautiful three-course lunch in the company of
fellow entrepreneurs, with the opportunity to meet and be inspired by
some of the South Coast’s most successful individuals.
Warren Munson, founder of Evolve, says, ‘Nick’s entrepreneurial story
is remarkable, and when combined with his passion for Bremont, the
business leaders attending the lunch cannot fail to be motivated and
inspired. I’m really looking forward to seeing the great things that
happen when you put inspirational individuals together.’
To register your interest and purchase tickets to the Entrepreneur
Lunch at the Chewton Glen on the 22nd March 2019, email
events@evolvemembers.com

J O I N N OW

Evolve to
succeed

Walking in the air for charity

Exclusive membership community of ambitious
entrepreneurs and business leaders.

PEER GROUP
LEARNING

EVENTS

evolvemembers.com

CONFERENCES

INSIGHTS &
FORESIGHTS

COACHING &
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMMES

Are you brave enough
to take on a wing walk
for charity? Forest Holme
Hospice in Poole is
looking for thrill-seekers
to take part in this once
in a lifetime experience to
raise funds for the charity
that supports more than
1,000 local people each
year with advanced
cancer and other lifelimiting illnesses.
With a number of dates
available in May, June,
August and September,
the Wing Walk takes place
at Compton Abbas Airfield near Salisbury.
For further information call 01202 670644.

Weymouth RNLI launches its
150th anniversary celebrations
Weymouth RNLI is celebrating 150 years of lifesaving in 2019 with a host
of events to mark the momentous occasion.
The lifeboat station first opened on 26th January 1869 and the
town’s first lifeboat the Agnes Harriet, was named at a ceremony held
on the sands in front of a large crowd. A total of 10 lifeboats have
since followed and in the station’s 150 year history the lifeboats have
launched some 1,700 times and have saved over 800 lives.
The station is holding several events to mark this milestone.
Members of the public are invited to join the volunteers of Weymouth
RNLI at a 150th anniversary party at the Weymouth Pavilion on 22nd
March. The ticket price has been kept low at £11.50, to open the
celebrations up to as many people from the community as possible.
A veterans parade will take place on 23rd June and to kick start
Lifeboat Week on 28th July, there will be a Parade of Sail open to all
boats of all sizes.
Clive Edwards, volunteer community safety officer who is coordinating
the anniversary celebrations, says he hopes the community will turn out
to celebrate their town’s lifeboat history.

Festival of Grasses to mark 25th
anniversary at Dorset’s Knoll Gardens
Knoll Gardens will be
hosting over 70 events
this year. The expanded
programme celebrates
the 25th anniversary of
owner, Neil Lucas’s arrival
at the Dorset-based garden
and features year-round
horticultural masterclasses,
walks and workshops, all
led by Neil, alongside an
increased line-up of guided
walks, wildlife events and
art, craft and photography Beginners macro photography workshop
at Knoll Gardens
workshops, as well as
Knoll’s first Festival of Grasses.
Knoll’s event programme starts on Saturday 16th March with a minimasterclass on preparing grasses for stunning summer effect.
For the full event programme visit www.knollgardens.co.uk

EASTER AT BEAULIEU
There are Bonnets Galore for Easter at Beaulieu when the attraction
comes to life with amazing motors being brought out of the National
Motor Museum and driven around the grounds of the attraction from
April 6th to Easter Monday 22nd April.

 @EvolveMembers
Register your business clubs and events at www.bizmag.co.uk
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Get ready to glow in 2019

Celebrating dogs in the community
Dave Cumber Vets is sponsoring the ‘Wessex FM Big Weymouth
Walkies’ dog walking event for the second time on Sunday 14th April
2019, which is the last Sunday that dogs are officially allowed on the
whole stretch of Weymouth Beach.
Dave Cumber, owner of Dave Cumber Vet said, ‘This year we are
celebrating dogs in the community such as Guide Dogs for the Blind,
Hearing dogs and other organisations that involve dogs in the local
community.’

Local disability charity, Diverse Abilities, is holding its third Dorset Neon
Run in Poole Park on Saturday 27th April and is proudly sponsored by
Castlepoint shopping park.

SUNDAY
SUNDAY

NIGHT
NIGHT SPECIAL
SPECIAL

3 COURSE MEAL £12.95 pp

Any Starter • Any Main • Any Rice or Nan
Duck & King Prawn £5.95 extra

OFF
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1
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Team up for a charity golf day

Terms an

+ www.dorsetneonrun.com
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Of Corfe
Corfe Mullen
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Litter crusade
Be part of 2019’s Year of Green Action by joining the annual litter cleanup this spring. Between 22nd March and 23rd April there will be plenty
of litter picking events in the New Forest for people to join as part of the
Great British Spring Clean, a national campaign led by Keep Britain Tidy.

FREE
Delivery
FREE
On Takeaway
Delivery
within 4 miles

Teddy Rocks Festival
Teddy Rocks Festival as presented by Onbuy.com, will take place at
Charisworth Farm, Blandford Forum on 3rd–5th May.

+ www.teddyrocks.co.uk

Visually
Visually Impaired
Impaired
Sailing
Sailing Association-GB
Association-GB

Join
Join us
us for
for

The Main Event
th
th May
Poole,
24-26
Poole,
24-26
May
● Promoting the benefits of sailing for the blind and visually
● Promoting the benefits of sailing for the blind and visually
impaired.
impaired.
● Encouraging employers to support our community
● Encouraging employers to support our community
● Demonstrating how visually impaired people are
● Demonstrating how visually impaired people are
empowered through sailing
empowered through sailing
● Chance for visually impaired and sighted people to try
● Chance for visually impaired and sighted people to try
sailing and have fun together
sailing and have fun together
Three yachts will be used to provide a sailing experience, with
Three yachts will be used to provide a sailing experience, with
visually impaired crew plus guests from local businesses so that
visually impaired crew plus guests from local businesses so that
they may see what blind people may achieve.
they may see what blind people may achieve.
Visa-gb.org.uk/main event or contact ‘Lofty’ tel 07854245276
Visa-gb.org.uk/main event or contact ‘Lofty’ tel 07854245276
or email Lofty.sims@visa-gb.org.uk
lofty.sims@visa-gb.org.uk for details
or email Lofty.sims@visa-gb.org.uk for details
Register charity 1178077
Register charity 1178077
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Dorsets Leading Indian Restaurant
Finest Leading
Indian &Indian
Bengali
Cuisine
Dorsets
Restaurant

Est
Finest Indian
&2000
Bengali Cuisine
Est 2000

On Takeaway
within 4 miles

OFFER
TAKEAWAY
OFFER
TAKEAWAY
Sunday & Monday
£21.95

+ www.greatbritishspringclean.org.uk
+ www.newforest.gov.uk/springclean
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*Eat In Only*
*Eat In Only*

(Except Bank Holidays)

Sunday & Monday (Except Bank Holidays)

Simplify Consulting is seeking sponsorship partners and corporate
teams to join in its annual charity golf day. This year’s event takes place
at Dudsbury Golf Course, Ferndown on 21st June and will be the fifth
charity golf day run by the consultancy which works closely with clients
across the wealth management industry.
For more information contact Kate on kate@simplifyconsulting.co.uk

The Main Event
Realising the potential
of the visually impaired
At the helm of a 40ft £250,000 yacht is not where you would expect
to find a blind person, but for Colin Fowler and the other members of
VISA-GB (the Visually Impaired Sailing Association of Great Britain) it is
exactly where they love to be.
The Main Event in Poole in May 2019 VISA-GB wants to address the
perceptions of what is possible for visually impaired people in Dorset
and also encourage the local business community to challenge the
perceived boundaries of visual impairment.
For three days in May VISA-GB will base three 40ft yachts at Poole
Quay Yacht Haven. The yachts will each be crewed by four visually
impaired members of VISA-GB and two sighted members, each yacht
taking an additional six crew members for half day sails out in to Poole
Bay.
Representatives of some of Poole’s largest employers will be invited
to join the day crew so that they can see first-hand how a visually
impaired person can operate in what many would consider a hostile
environment. It is hoped that they will then reassess the roles within
their own organisations that visually impaired people could undertake
and so increase the potential employment opportunities for them.
Working with Dorset Blind there will also be opportunities for local
visually impaired people to experience the thrill of crewing an ocean
going yacht and to sign up for one of the regular VISA-GB week sailing
adventures.
For more information contact Keith Sims on 07854 245276.

£21.95

• Any 2 Starters • Any 2 Mains • Choice of Bombay Aloo or Sag Aloo
& Duck
dishes) Aloo or Sag Aloo
•• Any
1 Pilau
Rice • 1• Nan
2 Starters
Any 2(Excludes
Mains •Seafood
Choice
of Bombay
• 1 Pilau Rice • 1 Nan (Excludes Seafood & Duck dishes)

 01202 603060 •  01202 699577
 01202
603060
Wimborne
01202
699577
218 Wareham
Road, Corfe •
Mullen,
BH21
3LN
218 Wareham Road, Corfe Mullen, Wimborne BH21 3LN

Rotary Young Chef Competition
The Rotary Young
Chef Competition is a
well-established and
successful competition
organised and promoted
by Rotary International
in Great Britain & Ireland
and is sponsored
by Filippo Berio, the
well known olive oil
producer.
Haroys’ Director, Kenny
Woodhead, is relishing
his role as one of the
organisers in the 2019
competition.
‘With our focus on
kitchens and how they
can often be the focal
point of the family, it’s great to encourage young chefs to learn the
importance of nutrition and budgets – and to hone their culinary skills
at the same time,’ says Kenny.
The challenge is open to all students in full time education aged
between 11 and 17 who can apply via their school, college or youth
organisation.
The national final will take place on Saturday 27th April at Leeds City
College.
Judges for the Dorset district are celebrity Chef Sarah Ali Choudhury,
the Senior Chef Demonstrator/Instructor, David Marshall and John Taylor
from the Savoy hotel who is also a sponsor.

Fast and
Glorious

2 courses in 30 minutes!

Enjoy a quick lunch with 2 courses from our
market menu for £15 – guaranteed in 30 minutes!
Includes a complimentary take away coffee too.
Available Monday - Friday, midday - 2pm.

25

WITH THIS
%
OFF VOUCHER

This voucher can be redeemed at the
restaurant or for home delivery.
Terms and conditions apply.
For full information contact participating restaurants.
Voucher valid until 30th April 2019.

www.roosterspiripiri.com
18 Castle Street, Christchurch, Dorset, BH23 1DT
T: 01202 588 933 E: kings@harbourhotels.co.uk
kings@harbourhotels.co.uk

417 Wimborne Rd,
Winton BH9 2AJ
T: 01202 515500

262 Old Christchurch Rd,
Bournemouth BH1 1PF
T: 01202 294355

308 Ashley Rd,
Poole BH14 9DF
T: 01202 748444
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CRUMBS SHOWCASES CATERING
SKILLS WITH THEMED LUNCHES
Local charity, The Crumbs Project
showcased its trainees’ skills by
hosting a Valentines themed
lunch on 14th February. Visitors
enjoyed a three-course meal for
only £9 per person, which was
prepared and served by Crumbs’
mixed ability trainees.
Food Services Manager,
Erika Sloper commented, ‘Our
themed lunches welcome those
unfamiliar with Crumbs so they
can find out more about our
charity and for our supporters to
see the progress our trainees are
making.’
The Crumbs Training Centre
is based in Bournemouth
and provides training for
independence and employment
for people with learning
disabilities, mental health
Stephanie, Crumbs trainee
issues and stabilised addiction
problems. Crumbs mixed disability workforce provides a range of
professional catering services, including; hot and cold food for events,
weddings, business meetings, training, conferences and parties.

piadizza.co.uk
piadizza.co.uk
Wood fired pizza, pasta,
wood fired burgers,
garlic breads, desserts,
vegetarian and vegan options

More Than Just Care

Bournemouth and Poole’s Luxurycare Group is rising to the challenge of dementia
with industry-leading specialist care.
Dorset is a beautiful, historic county which attracts many people
who are looking to ‘up sticks’ when approaching retirement age. The
conurbations of Bournemouth and Poole have built their reputation
in the county for its prowess in hospitality, tourism and the digital
economy but also nowadays, for its large and thriving residential care
sector, powered by the high elderly population figures on this stretch of
the coast.
Fast establishing itself as a major player in the care home sector in the
two towns is Luxurycare Group, a first and second generation family
business now steered by Managing Director, Kevin Gunputh, who’s also
Chair of Dorset Care Homes Association. He describes the company he
heads as, ‘A quintessential “Ma and Pa” business’, first established by his
father who immigrated to the UK from Mauritius.

Call the Crumbs team on 01202 519320.

A Positive Vision’. By using this model of dementia care whereby ‘all
behaviour has meaning’ the focus shifts from one of ‘medication’
(sedation) to ‘validation’ (behaviour management).
At their training suite based at Regency Manor, led by two in-house
trainers, every new staff member is required to complete a six-day
induction course, existing staff or returning staff attend refresher
courses, and where the five-day Dr Gemma Jones course is also
delivered. This level of specialist training is unrivalled in the care
industry.

As a business that has deep roots in the county, Luxurycare
place a high premium on being active supporters of the economic
community in Dorset; from using local suppliers wherever possible,
actively networking to build a spectrum of industry relationships, and
sponsoring the Dorset Business Awards, the Bournemouth Echo Care
Industry Awards, and the Venus Awards.

CATERING EVENTS HOSPITALITY

His parents’ entrepreneurialism and sheer hard work set in train a
business that’s not only grown in size to its current four care homes –
Regency Manor, Birds Hill, Aranlaw House and Seabourne House – with
over 450 employees, but evolved into a specialist provider of dementia
care for the elderly. They were acknowledged in both 2017 and 2018 as
a CQC ‘Outstanding’ care group with a deeply embedded and humane
commitment to those who live in their homes.

We are award winning caterer for Dorset
and Hampshire and provide gourmet
catering for any event.

Dementia and its various conditions is a serious and growing public
health issue, with an estimated 225,000 people developing it this year
alone – that’s one every three minutes. Figures are set to rise to 1 million
plus by 2025. Luxurycare Group leads from the front in this challenge by
successfully adopting specialist methodologies in dementia care.

OPENING TIMES:
TUESDAY – THURSDAY 5.30 – 10.30pm
SATURDAY 11.30am – 11.30pm
SUNDAY AND MONDAY CLOSED

Please call us for a bespoke quote or find us at
www.signaturecateringco.co.uk
01425477665 | food@signaturecateringco.co.uk

BOOK YOUR TABLE NOW!

TEL: 01202 911700
UNIT 5 JESSOP HOUSE, 26 MILL LANE,
WIMBORNE, BH21 1JQ
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Best encapsulated as: ‘Wherever our residents are in their dementia
we enter their world’, they use a behavioural staging model developed
by Dr Gemma Jones, whose background is in cell biology, gerontology
and nursing. She is a member of the workgroup for the Nuffield Council,
currently examining ethical issues related to dementia and is a guest
lecturer in psycho-geriatrics at the University of the Hague in the
Netherlands.

While each of the four homes has its own individual style and range
of care and nursing facilities, they share many features in common: an
open, friendly and welcoming atmosphere; warm-hearted, devoted, and
highly skilled care and nursing staff; colourful, playful, sensory-designed
interiors; comfort and luxury furnishings; activities that encourage
socialisation; a high premium on the involvement of family and friends,
and an active and growing inter-generational community outreach.
Of the future of the Luxurycare Group, Kevin Gunputh has high hopes:
‘I firmly believe we are setting new standards of practice for the care
home industry especially in the area of dementia conditions. Often
carers and the care industry hardly ever receive the praise or prestige
they so thoroughly deserve. I would like to see this change and one way
we’re doing this is by expanding even further our engagement with the
regional business community and residential communities.’

Designed to meet the specific behaviours and needs of people with
dementia conditions, all carers in the Luxurycare Group are trained
on Dr Jones’s course ‘Communication and Care-giving in Dementia:

www.luxurycare.co.uk

BIRDSHILL NURSING HOME
25 Birds Hill Road, Poole,
BH15 2GJ
T: 01202 671111

Regency Manor Care Home
16–17 Blair Avenue,
Lower Parkstone, Poole, BH14 0DA
T: 01202 715760

Aranlaw House Care Home
26 Tower Road, Branksome Park,
Poole, BH13 6HZ
T: 01202 763367

Seabourne House Care Home
1 Clifton Road, Southbourne,
Bournemouth, BH6 3NZ
T: 01202 428132

+ CONSTRUCTION FOCUS

WFBA expands ‘Civils’ team

Green light for new housing
and pub improvements

Penleaze Wing at Highcliffe Castle

A major new arrival of Grade A
offices in Bournemouth
This impressive 19 storey building on Holdenhurst Road is currently
under construction with a completion due January 2020. The
building occupies a prominent position fronting Holdenhurst Road
and comprises 159 residential units, 2,800 sq ft of retail/residential
accommodation and 34,488 sq ft of Grade A offices with underground
car parking.
The offices are arranged over floors 1-4 with the benefit of their own
entrance, presenting an excellent opportunity to be a single occupied
HQ building or alternatively, the landlord will consider letting on a
floor by floor basis.
James Edwards, Divisional Director, Goadsby commented, ‘We
are delighted to be marketing these impressive new offices, as
the building is one of the most significant office developments
in Bournemouth for a number of years. The Lansdowne district is
witnessing a surge in development activity and the building will
present occupiers with a rare opportunity to occupy brand new
accommodation built to a high specification.’

Construction scheme lodged for
170 new homes in east Dorset
John Reid & Son Ltd (REIDsteel) has applied to Christchurch Borough
Council for outline planning permission for the development.
The homes are proposed for the 130-strong company’s four acre site
in Reid Street after it relocates to a new, state-of-the-art facility. They
are a mixture of two and three bedrooms houses and one and two
bedroom flats with access roads and parking.
REIDsteel – which celebrates its centenary this year – has taken
feedback into account after it consulted with local people, business,
councillors and community groups about its proposals last October.
The outline planning application for up to 170 homes is a reduction
from up to 220 set out at the consultation event last October. The
planning application is due to go before planners for a decision in
April.

Artist’s impression of the new housing development at the Bull Tavern
in Sturminster Newton

L–r: Bill Brown, Kirsten Glen, Rob Lowe, Paul Todd, John Comer,
Sam Wicks and Kirsty Dye
The Civil Engineering team at consulting civil and structural engineering
company WFBA, has been expanded. The team, managed by Director
Bill Brown, now includes Kirsty Dye, Rob Lowe and Kirsten Glen with the
longer serving team members, Paul Todd, John Comer and Sam Wicks.
Bill Brown said, ‘The challenges for developers are getting increasingly
more difficult as opportunities on simple, flat well-drained plots of land
is outstripped by demand. Often the value of the land is determined
by what is done under the surface to make it fit for purpose. We help
architects and developers to be able to build something almost
anywhere provided it is considered viable and can gain planning
approval.
The Civils team are currently assigned to projects including Brockhurst
Gate Retail Park where they designed a cost effective sustainable
drainage solution, also site wide infrastructure upgrades and
operational facilities for Associated British Ports in Southampton and
Lowestoft; reconfiguration of a client’s 7 acre facility to improve plant
flow, maintenance and storage activities to secure and develop the
business.

Landing the job

BUILDING
INSPECTORS
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Cheddar throughput to double
in new energy efficient dairy
Wyke Farms, the UK’s largest independent cheese producers and
exporter, has been granted planning permission to re-build its Bruton
based Dairy, doubling the capacity. The redevelopment is part of
the companies five year plan for growth which is underpinned by
increasing volume and the strategic targeting of specific regions
world-wide.

Making plans for Bournemouth

Construction contracts
awarded down during 2018
The latest edition of the Economic & Construction Market Review
from industry analysts Barbour ABI highlights levels of construction
contract values awarded across Great Britain throughout 2018.
The value of all construction contracts awarded in the UK in 2018
was £61.6bn and is a decrease of 13.1% on the previous year. The
number of contracts awarded also continued on a downwards trend
with 10,352 awarded during 2018, a decline of 8.2% on 2017 and
16.8% down from the 2014 peak of 12,440.
However, the planning pipeline remains positive with infrastructure
particularly strong with 113% increase on 2017.

Hall & Woodhouse (H&W), the leading independent family-owned
Dorset brewer, has been given consent to proceed with plans to invest
£500,000 into the Bull Tavern and provide new housing for the local
community.
North Dorset District Council’s Planning Committee has approved
the application which will see Sturminster Newton benefit from 17
new homes being built in the field next to the Bull Tavern, out of which
25% will be affordable housing. The development will also deliver over
£125,000 of Section106 contributions.
In addition, £500,000 of improvement works will be carried out for the
benefit of Bull Tavern, helping to ensure that the pub remains a vital
asset for the local community and a viable business for the future. This
significant investment will create new accommodation for Bull Tavern’s
publican, additional landscaped parking for around 22 cars served by a
new access road, and an improved pub garden for the Bull Tavern. H&W
has also pledged to invest in flood defence works directly related to the
Bull Tavern.

Peter White
Five star housebuilder David
Wilson Homes is gearing up for
growth with the appointment
of Peter White as Land and
Development Director to
spearhead expansion in the south
west.

Mark Cook, Managing Director,
welcoming Ben Oxland to the
team
Ben Oxland, has joined the team
at MC Plan & Site Services, as
an Assistant Building Surveyor
and will work closely with Jamie
Edwards who has been with the
firm for many years.

Plans drawn up by Bournemouth Development Company for the
redevelopment of the Cotlands Road and York Road car parks located
in the business district of Lansdowne are being considered by
Bournemouth Borough Council’s Cabinet.
As part of Bournemouth Council’s Town Centre Vision, the Lansdowne
is a priority location for investment and job creation. The aim is to create
a vibrant and enterprising space where businesses and local people can
mix and thrive.
The proposal for the site, which will include a significant proportion of
employment space, is part of a mixed-use scheme to include:
 new office accommodation
 new residential apartments
 retail and café spaces
 private and re-provided public car parking, and
 public and private open spaces.
The proposal will make the most of the Tall Building zone of the
Lansdowne to deliver at scale, set around high-quality public and
private spaces.

Greendale Construction
completes historic restoration of
Highcliffe Castle’s Penleaze Wing
Dorset Chartered Builders,
Greendale Construction
Ltd, has completed a major
18 month renovation and
restoration of Highcliffe
Castle’s Penleaze Wing,
creating a new public
Heritage Centre and opening
up access to parts of the
Grade I listed castle previously
impassable for over 50 years,
since devastating fires and
Stained glass window workshop at
vandalism destroyed and cut Highcliffe Castle
off parts of the building.
The castle’s original kitchen dating from the 1800s has been
reinstalled, with original stone floors being re-laid along with new
concrete ground slabs. Existing retained solid floors have been overlaid
and new oak flooring to key rooms has been installed along with
underfloor heating. Existing exposed brickwork and remaining original
wall and ceiling finishes have been carefully conserved. Previously
repaired windows and doors have been sympathetically overhauled and
repairs to a remaining stone staircase have been skilfully completed.
The works have also seen the extension of upper level stairs with timber,
and the formation of two new lift shafts and five new or restored stairs.
A mezzanine level walkway has been completed, and new steel stairs
extending to the first and second floor. The Castle has also benefitted
from the installation of all new mechanical and electrical services to the
Phase 7 areas.
New exhibition and activity spaces have been created along with a
new conservation studio, opening in September 2019, which will now
enable an internationally important collection of stained glass, originally
started by Lord Stuart de Rothesay, to be restored and displayed. The
castle will also be able to welcome back some original pieces of Marshal
Ney furniture from the Victoria & Albert Museum which was originally
bought by Lord Stuart de Rothesay to furnish the English Embassy in
Paris and subsequently brought to his own home at Highcliffe Castle.
Greendale’s renovation works also revealed a previously hidden well in
the kitchen area, which has now been made safe and incorporated into
the design of the completed works for public viewing.
Rob Hooker, Director at Greendale Construction Ltd, commented,
‘The restoration of the Penleaze Wing has not only opened up parts of
the castle previously inaccessible since the fires over 50 years ago but,
will also help create a lasting legacy with this historically significant
attraction, bringing visitors from all over the world to Christchurch
and the surrounding area. It has been a very collaborative, enjoyable
and unique project, and we are very pleased with the transformation
achieved and immensely proud of the whole team involved.’

+ www.greendaleconstruction.com
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USED DIESEL CAR
PRICES DOWN
The average price of a used diesel car fell
by -10.3% between Q1 2017 and Q4 2018.
Diesel car values dropped 5% through
2017, on the back of consistent negative
news about the fuel, and new data shows
that slump continued through 2018 at a
near-identical rate.
The analysis from car buying comparison
website Motorway.co.uk also shows
equivalent used petrol prices increasing
+10% between Q1 2017 and Q4 2018,
suggesting a fundamental change in mass
consumer sentiment away from diesel
towards petrol. This is now a clear trend
over two years that shows no signs of
changing.

Coach firm expands
across south

L–r: Daniel Havers, Murray Carter and
Stewart Isaac
One of the UK’s biggest independent
coach firms has appointed two new depot
managers as it continues to expand across
the south.
Lucketts Group, has made the hires as it
cements its acquisition of Mortons Travel
and Solent Coaches and sets its sights on
further growth in 2019.
Stewart Isaac joins the team to head
up the depot at Mortons Travel, near
Basingstoke. Meanwhile, Daniel Havers
joins the Worthing Coaches team as Depot
Manager.

Westover sees increase
in used car sales

Westover Group, one of the south’s largest
privately-owned motoring groups saw an
11% increase in the sale of used cars in
2018 compared to 2017.
Mat Carrington, Group Sales Director of
core brands at Westover, commented, ‘This
year is predicted to be another uncertain
year for car sales, however we are well
positioned in the market and have more
than 800 approved used cars on our books.’
The Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders forecasted another uncertain year
for the market, with the chief executive
predicting declining sales in 2019.
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Road test: Mitsubishi Eclipse

Enterprising expansion
in Poole Audi’s fleet sales

by Tim Saunders

Like your favourite
coat, a Mitsubishi
always has a
particular smell and
feel, I find. And that’s
very reassuring
because you know
what you’re getting.
Always good build quality and a robust practical
vehicle that’s satisfying to drive.
Its new Eclipse Cross is available in three options:
2, 3 or 4 and as either 2WD or 4WD. Prices start
from just over £21,000 and rise to over £28,000
for the Cross 4 4WD. It is the latter that I test,
complete with its twin glass roofs and helpful
parking camera. It’s an attractive offering, with
hardwearing leather seats and a plethora of
luxury features including heated and powered
front seats, power folding wing mirrors and air
conditioning. Not to mention the touchpad and
touchscreen. The children particularly enjoy
locking and unlocking the car, which can be
done via a small black button on the driver’s or
front passenger’s door handle as long as the
keyfob is present.

might not ever think or wish to drive a Ford
or a Hyundai off road but the 4WD Mitsubishi
will welcome such an opportunity and not
disappoint.
Driving the Eclipse Cross 4 is enjoyable, aided by
the simple to use automatic box. Simply select
‘D’ and kick the accelerator, not forgetting to
release the electric handbrake, of course. It does
also have an intelligent cruise control that tracks
the traffic in front and automatically slows the
vehicle, if required. It is possible to override the
cruise control by braking or accelerating and
once you stop doing this the cruise control will
take over again.
At speed there is road noise in the cabin, not
helped by certain road surfaces. It is quick and
responsive. Over a long journey the front seats
are not as supportive as I would like but they
are easy to adjust thanks to being electrically
operated. On a hot day the air conditioning is
welcome.
In common with all SUVs the high ride height
gives the driver a good command of the road
ahead, a useful aid to overtaking when not on
motorways or dual carriageways.

My favourite aspect has to be the two glass
The reasonably sized boot is large enough for a
roofs; one for the front and one for the rear.
pushchair and other bits and pieces but there is
What a great idea and it really does bring light
no spare wheel should there be a puncture.
into an otherwise dark cabin. Of course this is
It’s an attractive vehicle with a striking and
nothing unusual in the world of sports utility
imposing front. In my opinion its rear haunches
vehicles because any worth
look a little awkward from
their salt also have such
Facts at a glance
the side with hints of
features. But Mitsubishi has
Honda but straight on it
Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross 4 4WD
been making SUVs since
has an attractive derrier.
OTR
price
from:
£28,480
1984 when it introduced the
Engine: 1.5-litre petrol
Shogun to the UK, which
Over the course of the
Top speed: 124mph
became the company’s most
test the Eclipse Crossover
successful SUV. They have all
0-60mph: 10.4secs
returns around 35mpg.
that experience in this field
Power: 120bhp
Watch the videos at
that other manufacturers
Economy: 35mpg
www.testdrives.biz
do not. Added to which you

L–r: Spencer Clayton-Jones, Network Development and Customer
Quality Director, Nissan Motor GB, Tony Jordan, Dealer Principal and the
Mayor of Dorchester, Councillor David Taylor

Dorchester Nissan officially opens

Dorchester Nissan’s new showroom is set to make a big impression in
every sense following its official launch.
The dealership treated customers to a special VIP opening event to
mark the completion of its fully refurbished showroom on Millers Close,
which has now nearly doubled in size and is one of the region’s most
cutting edge retail environments.
Top executives from Nissan Motor GB and the Mayor of Dorchester,
Councillor David Taylor, joined over 170 customers for the launch, which
introduced visitors to the transformed, 400 sq metre showroom that is
now one of the largest in the manufacturer’s UK retail network.
The refurbished showroom is the culmination of two years of planning
with Dorchester Nissan completing the extensive works in two stages to
minimise disruption. The initial stage saw it relocate its workshop facility
to another site in Millers Close, with the second phase commencing
in September 2018 and seeing the showroom area extended into the
redundant space.
Outside, there’s a new commercial vehicle display area and enough
room to show up to 40 pre-owned, Nissan Intelligent Choice Nissan
models. In response to the dealership’s growing number of customers
driving the pure electric Nissan LEAF and e-NV200 van, the amount of
EV charge points has now doubled to four.

Hillmans Motor Services is a local, friendly
garage in Corfe Mullen. We have been trading
for over 20 years and can offer the following:
MM MOT testing (class 4 and 7)
MM Electrical diagnostic
MM Servicing
MM Tyres
MM Welding
MM All general repairs
MM Motorhomes
MM Free courtesy cars by appointment
MM Free collection and delivery in Corfe Mullen
Quote ref: HILL and we can offer you an
MOT for £40 (VOSA MOT rate set at £54.85)
Unit 1 Cogdean Elms Industrial Estate,
Higher Merley Lane, Corfe Mullen BH21 3EG

Telephone: 01202 888880
Email: enquiries@hillmans.uk.com

Fleet Sales Manager Sam Cadwell in Poole Audi’s 24-car showroom

Poole Audi has appointed a new Fleet Sales Manager,
Sam Cadwell, to lead the company’s local business team.
Sam, who has significant experience within the automotive industry,
is optimistic about the levels of new business for 2019: ‘This area’s
businesses have shown themselves to be very innovative, with an
abundance of successful digital and new media companies, supporting
the well-known players within financial services, aviation and the
university.’
Sam explained, ‘There is a synergy between the ethos of these
businesses, the technology found in every Audi and the high level
of customer service we look to offer locally at Poole Audi. Whilst our
in-house beauty salon, gym and drive-in servicing are indicative of the
innovation we have brought to the sector, our long-standing business
partnerships are testament to our commitment in fully supporting local
companies.’
Following the arrivals of the all-new A1 supermini and Q3 compact
SUV, Poole Audi will welcome 19 new Audi models to market this
year, including plug-in hybrid and electric variants. Theses lower
emission models will benefit both the environment and the tax paid by
businesses and company car drivers.
Sam continued, ‘Our new electric models will match exceptional
performance with suitability for everyday use. Not only that, but they
will be highly attractive due to lower taxation. The e-tron SUV will cost
a higher rate tax payer just £48 per month in benefit-in-kind from April
2020, compared to £500-£600 per month for a similarly sized, dieselpowered premium SUV with a list price around £40,000.’
Sam’s strategy for 2019 is simple, to contact every medium and
large company in the area, along with a significant number of smaller
businesses: ‘We have a team of specialists who are looking to reach
out to all local businesses and start a dialogue. With the wide range of
products we have available, we can cater for virtually all requirements
and our local business package makes these a strong financial
proposition too. I want to really get the Poole Audi business team on the
front foot and I am looking forward to meeting these local businesses,
either at the showroom or at their premises.’
Poole Audi was established in 2000 and employs 116 members of
staff working out of its state-of-the-art Old Wareham Road showroom
and workshops, and it is one of the largest Audi centres in Europe. Sam
Cadwell is the company’s new Fleet Sales Manager.
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+ HEALTH AND FITNESS

Expert Legal Business Advice
from Your Friend-in-Law!

Health and well-being expert urges everyone
to prioritise mental health in 2019
Forget about dropping a dress size or cutting a few
inches from your waist, the most important change
you could make in 2019 is improving your mental
health.
This is the message from health and well-being
experts Better Humans, who believe far too many of
us take our mental health for granted. Their advice
for 2019 is, yes, exercise is very important but it is
essential to make other changes to your daily routine
if you are to keep your mental health in tip top
condition.
Mental health includes our emotional, psychological,
and social well-being. It affects how we think, feel,
Victoria Anderson
and act. It also helps determine how we handle stress,
relate to other humans, and make choices.
Victoria Anderson, Clinical Director at Better Humans Technology,
explains, ‘Mental health concerns are often not clear-cut and often
people do not realise that they may have a problem. This is why it is
vital to look after your mental health at all times. Mental health issues
are more than just receiving a diagnosis and then going for treatment
– they involve a lot of ups and downs, learning, growing, and a lot of
hard work.
‘Unhealthy lifestyle choices such as working long hours, or even
checking emails when out of work hours, means that we don’t give
ourselves a chance to switch off and get the much needed rest that our
body and mind needs. Being constantly busy and not taking the time
to relax has a significant impact on our mental health and can push us
into a “flight or fight” state which has dire consequences for our body
and brain health.
‘When in this state, stress hormones, such as cortisol and adrenaline,
rise which inhibit the function of our immune systems, digestive
system and reproductive systems – literally we’re in survival mode
and anything not essential to help us survive is suppressed. As a
consequence, tissues don’t heal as quickly and are more prone to
damage, we can get gut pain and digestion issues and are more
susceptible to picking up infections. We are also more likely to suffer

from “brain fog” where concentration and decision
making is more difficult.
‘There are lots of tell-tale signs that you may be
struggling, such as not being able to get out of
second gear and feeling like everything is struggle.
We all know that a lack of sleep, poor nutrition, and
dehydration make this downward spiral more likely,
but most of us do not realise that being in a constant
state of distraction is also a major contributor to
poor mental health. Being unable to sit still without
doing something else such as constantly checking
your phone, surfing the net, watching TV, or not
being able to stay in the same place for more than 5
minutes is a sign that we’re disconnected from our
inner voice and mental state.
Anderson adds, ‘I would recommend small lifestyle changes alongside
exercise to help with our overall well-being: making sure we drink
more water, getting at least 7-8 hours sleep per night, eating green
vegetables, reading, going for a walk outside, having a bath and giving
ourselves ‘permission’ to have a rest! Quite often, going for a 20 minute
walk outside in nature can be more beneficial than an intense work-out
in the gym for an hour. Similarly if you’re chair-bound at a desk all day,
persuading a colleague to have that 20 minute meeting with you, whilst
you walk around the block will stimulate free-flowing conversation, help
you connect with the outside world as well as incorporate some active
time.
Our REACH programme is example of how employers can take
a proactive approach to help ensure their employees stay fit and
healthy. REACH is a blend of tests and digital training using the
latest developments in neuroscience, motor imagery, visualisation
and brain training. If followed the programme is proven to create
healthier, happier and more productive employees; lower absenteeism;
improve engagement and retention rates; and ultimately enhance the
performance of the company overall.’
For more information about Better Humans and the Reach programme
visit www.betterhumans.co.uk

Health-on-Line launches new steps to wellbeing programme
Private medical insurer, Health-on-Line launches a new health and wellbeing programme, HOListic Wellbeing for its employees.
Highlighting the need for companies to provide more of a focus on
employees wellbeing, the new scheme kicked off with a wellbeing
fair on 7th February with local companies, such as Mint Barbers and
Naked Coffee, joining the Bournemouth office to help launch the new
initiative.
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For clear and impartial legal advice.
Harold G Walker, your Friend-in-Law!

THE

May / June 2019

.CO.UK

(Price based on distributing a printed A5 or A4 flyer weighing
10 grams to 3,000 local companies)

 Contracts & Agreements
 Commercial LPA’s
 Commercial Property
 Dispute Resolution
 Debt Recovery
 Employment Advice

Built around the 5 Ways of Wellbeing model introduced to Healthon-Line by national charity, Mind, the programme involves events and
initiatives that will run throughout the year that fit into categories of
either connect, active, mindful, learn or give; with the overall aim of
improving personal wellbeing.
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01202 881454

IT you can count on

ENHANCED are proud to celebrate 25 years
as leading IT consultants specialising in
Infrastructure and Business Solutions.
The team at ENHANCED would like to thank
all those who have made the past 25 years
so rewarding. We look forward to providing
ongoing IT you can count on.

01202 308000 www.enhanced.co.uk
Infrastructure | Accounting & ERP | CRM | eCommerce | Consultancy |
Development & Integration | Web | Support

